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by the life's philosophical works of the Thinker Munayem Mayenin, that have constructed the 

philosophy, metaphysics, political philosophy, political economics, humanical moral science, 

humanical jurisprudence, humanical social science and a whole body of new branches of learning, 

knowledge and wisdom, including, Duantum Physics and Cosmogeogenomodynamics on the 

high-humanical truth that humanity is an infinity unfolding itself in which humanity naturale is 

nothing but an eternal learner on the path of continuous learning, progress, advancement and 

development. 

The Long Walk to Humanics: Human Enterprise is an essential and elemental component of 

humanics or its political economics, which is an idea in which no one owns anything but everyone 

belongs to the whole as the whole belongs to everyone lawfully and equally and, it neither believes 

in nor makes money but human utilities, needs, aspirations, creativity, imagination and dreams are 

served without money, where everyone works and creates for others as others create and work for 

them, thus, bringing in meaning and purpose to life along with it come natural justice, equality and 

liberty, that establish a true civilisation. And in one word, this system of human affairs management 

or political economics is called Humanics and a society, that runs itself in humanics is called a 

humanical society. Humanics is the philosophy, that sees all humanity with all its oneness of unity 

and with all its diversity as one-whole-infinity of an ecology of goodness, as humanity naturale, 

endowed with infinite imagination, ingenuity and creativity, nanocromised in the finiteness of the 

human physiology and psyche and that are the elemental and inalienable characteristics of 

humanity, that reside in its core architectonics of human rationality, in whose architecture, 

mechanism, system and processes, as well as, their functioning and dysfunctioning we find 

ingrained the laws of not just morality but mathematics, logic, science and imagination , as well as, 

the sign-posting that tells us that there exist similar but in a far more mammothseismic magnitude 
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Universal Laws by which the entire Delta of the Universe exist and perish by, which show us that 

being able to exercise the free will or choice is the highest of all its virtues and existential necessities 

and whereby it comes to find that without this ability to be able to exercise free will and conduct 

choice it can not remain humanity naturale and in order for it do reach such a state it must, 

therefore, seek and strive to reach liberty and equality by virtue of which it achieves that state, that 

enables it to practice free will and choice. Liberty and equality are such states without which 

humanity can not exist as humanity naturale. Humanics is the philosophy, that brings these into a 

vision  whereby humanity comes to exist as humanity naturale at liberty and equality under the 

rule of law and in natural justice. Humanics, therefore, means the philosophy, that inspires 

humanity to march towards reaching that ideal state of existence where it gets to be at liberty and 

equality so that it can now exist as moral and ethical being in the exercise of free will or free choice 

by which it crafts its existence and with it, it seeks to achieve a meaning and purpose of existence. 

''Humanity will continue to live an inferior life than what is possible until the two halves, women 

and men, with all individuals in them, are absolutely, fundamentally and jubilantly equal at liberty. 

Humanity, therefore, is not and can not be free until all humans are equals for only by the yardstick 

of this equality their state of being free can be measured. In other words, there can not exist liberty 

unless there exists equality between and among all humans and this state of equality can not come 

to exist so long there remain two groups of humans: the powerful and the powerless: whereby the 

former controls the later and creates, maintains and carries forward the perpetual state of 

inequality: economically, politically, judicially, constitutionally, socially, culturally and spiritually. 

To reach the state of equality and liberty, the task before humanity is, therefore, to change this state 
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by taking away ownership and money and, with them, the power they generate and confer, that 

lets one small group of humans, the powerfuls, subjugating the vast multitude of humans, the 

powerless, under their dictatorship. For only by taking away 'the gun' of the power of the 

powerfuls, humanity can bring about the state of liberty, as well as, equality at once: equality and 

liberty can not and do not exist separately but together and simultaneously. Equality and liberty 

exist as the Promethumean fire: in which there is the light and there is the heat in one flame: the 

humanion stands here on the path of humanics in human enterprise, working to establish a 

humanical society: a state of liberty for all humanity at equality. The Promethumean is used here 

where Prometheus is not seen as a man but a human. In such a humanical society all humans are, 

for the first time, in human history of progression, set free at liberty and at equality for there remain 

no powerfuls, who derive their power from ownership and from their possession of money and 

wealth and, thus, there remain no powerless for no one has any power to dominate others under 

their prowess.'' The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: 

Munayem Mayenin: ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6: Published: April 06: 2019 

But until Humanity has achieved the conditions to fully discard capitalism and put it in the archives 

of history of human development and begin to craft humanics, it must be brought under, run and 

managed by the rule of law and the absolute yardstick of that law must be that it must always serve 

the entire people of a country:nation and of the whole earth. Capitalism can not, as it stands, nor 

can it be modified to do so, so long it remains a system of money to make profits, deliver 100% 

employment. Never can it deliver this. Thus, societies can not 'punish' the poor and jobless people, 

who fill this 'basket' perpetually, for its failures and injustices, that it causes, which happen because 

of capitalism's poverty-paradigm, particularly, now that capitalism has been transformed into 

pseudonomics and this is why all over the earth capitalism delivers and enforces all high-cruelties, 

high-brutalities and high-barbarities to a vast majority of the populace, through poverty-wage, 

poverty-social security where it exists and where it does not, absolute destitution warrant. It does 

so by creating sociology of squalors across societies where it creates and enlarges the sociology of 

evil and with help of the distorteddia and dehumanisation it transforms humanity from being 

humanity naturale into the absolute exact opposite of it and creates zoohumanity. 

And, thus, humanics is a system of public affairs management system, that comes as two distinct 

phases of development in which pre-humanical phase transforms, re-architectures, reshapes and 

re-orientates capitalism, by ending pseudonomics and creating a new universal state and 

government for all humanity across mother earth, whereby every single member of the humanion 

becomes its members and their states become part of this Body by virtue of this fact that their 

citizens have already joined this Body. This would be The Universal Assembly of the Humanion 

with its jurisdiction spreading across the Universe, the whole of the Universana and across the 

whole earth and across all humanity. This Body shall have its own Central Bank and Own Currency, 

which shall become the International Currency, with its executive, legislature, judiciary, prudential, 

auditing and regulatory mechanisms and this Body shall bring in the entire architectonics, 

architectures, mechanisms, systems, processes, frameworks, procedures and protocols to bring 

capitalism and the world market, the whole world's economies and the entire range of share 
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markets under the absolute dictate, direction, power and prowess of the rule of law so that it always 

serves the entire humanity as a whole across the earth and in every nation state. In this process this 

Body creates new humanical Building-Block Foundational Human Rights, which are:  

A: Absolute Right to Live in Clean, Healthy, Safe and Natural Environment 

B: Absolute Right to Breathe Natural, Fresh, Clean and Safe Air 

C: Absolute Right to Necessary Nutritional Balanced Food and Drink 

D: Absolute Right to Free Medical Care at the Point of Need 

E: Absolute Right to an Absolute Home 

F: Absolute Right to Free Degree-Level Education and Life Long Learning 

G: Absolute Right to Guaranteed Social Care 

H: Absolute Right to a Universal Income 

I: Absolute Right to a Job 

I: Absolute Right to Right to Dignified Civic and Human Funeral Paid Through Universal Income 

These would end overnight all of capitalism's high-cruelties, high-brutalities and high-barbarities 

and within a short while the state of the human condition across the earth would be seismically 

different, which shall act and work to develop the prospects of humanical societies and this stage 

of pre-humanical or Kapitalawnomics stage would create the conditions for societies to enter and 

begin creating humanical societies where ownership and money are absolutely, completely and 

eternally eradicated so that the very ideas of ownership and money exist not and there now shall 

come to exist humanical societies, that are run under the political economics of human enterprise 

where all humanity, that are capable and willing to work will be working and everyone's needs 

will be met from the highest possible economic output the workforces shall produce. The pre-

humanical phase of Kapitalawnomics is still run by political parties but as societies enter humanics 

political parties cease to exist for now every single member or citizen of every nation has the highest 

degree of education, learning, knowledge, wisdom, expertise, insight, competencies and skills and 

they all act as their own High Representatives and they are organised in running the system of 

public affairs management, called, humanicsovics, whereby about 50,000 people are organised as 

the foundational people parliament whereby all these 50,000 people join in and run and conduct 

the affairs of their individual people parliament. All the people parliaments are then connected 

together and architectured in through a constitutional arrangement so that there arises the national 

People Parliament. Mind that it is not People's Parliament but these are people themselves 

organised as a parliament. Therefore, representative democracy shall enter the museums while the 

most empowered, the most enfranchised and the most enlightened human beings take charge of 

their own destiny both for singular individual and the plural or social existence under the rule of 

law in natural justice.  

All these humanical societies shall create a grid of a humanical civilisation across Mother Earth, 

whereby all humanity shall now have reached liberty and equality, purpose and meaning for 

existence under the rule of law and in natural justice where the Universal Assembly of the 

Humanion becomes the flowing ocean of all humanity merging together on that grid of humanical 

civilisation, that is supporting, nurturing, enhancing and developing all civic and humanical 
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societies in that grid and humanity because it has reached liberty, equality, meaning and purpose 

and reached the rule of law and natural justice it now has, once again, become humanity naturale 

and that humanity naturale keeps on being and doing exactly that: humanity naturale on the eternal 

path of eternal learning, progress, development and advancement as they keep on going, being an 

infinity unfolding itself.  

So long scenes like these where the rough sleepers, homeless, hungry and destitute souls are treated 

with brutal, barbaric, cruel and absolutely dehumanised, demeaning and ruthless degradation and 

contempt, humanity can not claim that it has learnt the 'C' of Civilisation. And the forces, groups, 

people and political parties, that do not see this as to how horribly, terribly, dangerously 

counterproductive all this is to a society and how cruel, barbaric, brutal these are to human psyche 

and physiology and to human progress are harming the very humanity they claim to serve. For it 

is like society has deliberately stabbed majority of its members with terminal blows and let them 

bleed, suffer in agony of pain and infection and die a lingering, slow-poisoned-death without any 

care being shown to them and society simply dehumanises itself so that it is able to look at all this 

agony, strife, pain and suffering and pretends that it does not see. But this won't be accepted by the 

multitude of humanity and the signs of which have been increasingly becoming more and more 
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evident. This is not acceptable nor is supportable nor can it be left to continue to inflict miseries on 

humanity. 

 

Therefore, humanics invites you to rise to see the vision and philosophy of the future of humanity 

it presents before you and let us go forward to rise to seek to try to do to change to make better the 

human condition. World's all humanicsxians unite and rise to work together to bring about 

foundational, monumental, seismic and paradigm-shifting change. The future of humanity is in 

humanics. This pandemic has shown absolutely clearly, with particular regards to global warming, 

climate change, environmental degradation, pollution and toxification all expressions of all kinds 

of environments and the sheer level, degree and magnitude of terrible poverty, hunger, 
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malnutrition and countless other evils because of the poverty-paradigm of capitalism and its 

infinite greed for profiteering, its poverty-wage, poverty-social security and destitution-warrant to 

working and non-working humanity, the poorest and most vulnerable humanity of societies, that 

capitalism in pseudonomics is not only unsustainable but, also, it is morally repugnant and it is 

absolutely insupportable for it stands for nothing but enforcing all high-cruelties, high-brutalities 

and high-barbarities to the vast majority of humanity. We can do infinitely better: in humanics: in 

its two distinct phases: with pre-humanical Kapitalawnomics and the humanical phase in human 

enterprise and humanicsovics we can reach a state, that no humanity had ever been able to dare to 

imagine possible. It is possible because there is humanics. Believe and rise to stand and work for a 

seismic revolution to transform everything into an infinitely better a world for an infinitely better 

humanity in an infinitely better human condition. And, all humanity of the whole earth are one and 

the same unity of one ecology of infinite goodness nanocromised in our finite beings. We are one 

and we are an infinity unfolding itself. The whole Mother Earth's all humanicsxians unite and get 

to work. 

Where are you the younger generations of this humanity: rise to see the fact that the dawn of 

humanics has dawned. It is your time to begin the dawn chorus today so that it wakes all humanity 

up for organising the largest feast for all humanity across Mother Earth where all individual human 

beings sit at the same table of the feast, all at liberty and equality, under the rule of law in natural 

justice, to share the bounties of Mother Nature and the joys and gifts of human works and labours 

in such a world where we shall have to take our children and grandchildren to history museums 

for them to learn about historic high-cruelties, high-brutalities and high-barbarities, that would 

teach them but make them terribly sad for some days by which they shall recover back and become 

even better humanity than we have ever been or could or might have been or ever dreamt about 

being or becoming.  

About humanics there's much to read, far much  to study; much to wonder, think, question, analyse, 

compare and contemplate about. Rise: Go: A Step at a Time..... 
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Contact: reginehumanics @reginehumanicsfoundation.com  

Humanics Because Capitalism Is A Dying World View and A Rotten and Rotting Killing 

Mechanism That Can Not Be Sustained 

For more on Humanics As a School of Philosophy, please, visit 

https://reginehumanicsfoundation.com 

|| Readmore ||   :::ω::: ||  reginehumanicsfoundation.com ||  250921 || 

 

 

|| The Larin Paraske Maxim Or Oath: To Do No Harm to Anyone Or Anything || 

 

There  can  not  be  any  sustainability  until  and  unless  we  take  the  view  that sustainability  

comes  as  philosophical,  political  philosophical,  political economical,  ethical,  moral,  sociological,  

educational,  jurisprudential,  socio-cultural and ecological and humanical spiritual so that we are 

able to create a sustainable ‘architecture’ of existence in a clean, green, circular and sustainable 
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political economics, that underpins all forms and expressions of sustainability and when such an 

‘architecture’ exists within the Larin Paraske Maxim or Oath: Do No Harm to Anyone or Anything: 

all things and all living forms must have equitable  status  in  the  sphere  of  all  existence  or all  

life  on  earth,  with  an emphasis on the Universana. Because humanity does not just exist on earth 

but it does so in the Sunnara, in the Home Bay of the Milky Way Galaxy in the vast expanse of the 

Universe, our home Universana. 

https://thehumanion.com/PDFs/TheLarinParaskeMaximOrOathMunayemMayeni

nPublishedMarch13-2020.pdf 

 

::: Humanics: All Humanity: All-for-One and One-for-All ::: 

::: The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: Munayem 

Mayenin: ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6: Published: April 06: 2019 

https://thehumanion.com/TheHumanicsElleesiumDeclaration2019TheHumanicsxianManifesto.

htm ::: 

 

What Are Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

 

Ask Your Political Leaders About Building-Block Foundational Human Rights and Ask 

Them About Humanics 

The Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

A: Absolute Right to Live in Clean, Healthy, Safe and Natural Environment 

B: Absolute Right to Breathe Natural, Fresh, Clean and Safe Air 

C: Absolute Right to Necessary Nutritional Balanced Food and Drink 

D: Absolute Right to Free Medical Care at the Point of Need 

E: Absolute Right to an Absolute Home 

F: Absolute Right to Free Degree-Level Education and Life Long Learning 

G: Absolute Right to Guaranteed Social Care 

H: Absolute Right to a Universal Income 
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I: Absolute Right to a Job 

J: Absolute Right to Dignified Civic and Human Funeral Paid Through by Universal Income 

 

This Is the Body of Work, by Munayem Mayenin, That Has Brought Into Existence the 

Philosophy and Vision of Humanics 

Dehumanisation of Humanity: Volume One: Published: July: 2007: 978-1-4477-1330-2  

Mayenin worked and developed the very critique of capitalism and Marxism while at university 

in which he had elvisioned the world's future in humanics for humanity to reach and achieve 

liberty and equality for all humanity, which capitalism has continually slaughtered and Marxism 

failed desperately, even, to understand, let alone, to know or show how to seek and achieve them. 

Some of these works were published in publications in the early 00s and the volume was published 

as a book in 2007. There are three other volumes of this planned work, yet to be published. 

Humanics The Foundation: Volume One: Published: December 06: 2017: ISBN: 978-0-

244-34575-4  

This piece of work elaborated the philosophy of humanics and presented the idea of human 

enterprise and how it works to enable humanity to conduct the human economical endeavours in 

humanics. 

Humanics The Humanicsonomics: Volume Two: Published: June 12: 2018: ISBN: 978-0-

244-48334-0  

This is the political economics or humanicsonomics of humanics in human enterprise. This volume 

presents the political economics of humanics and elvisioned world's future as two distinct phases: 

pre-humanical or Kapitalawnomics phase in which capitalism is saved from pseudonomics and 

brought under the absolute and complete control and power of the rule of law so to make it serve 

the people at all times and not the rich and through this phase, humanity brings into existence the 

humanical Building-Block Foundational Human Rights and end capitalism's Poverty Paradigm, 

that causes all of the high-cruelties, high-brutalities and high-barbarities, that are inflicted on the 

vast number of humanity on this earth. Further to this, this work advances the system and 

mechanism of human enterprise and elvisioned at the end of the development of Kapitalawnomics 

human societies will have developed enough to be able and equipped to try and seek to bring into 

existence humanical societies, that will begin to form a grid of humanical societies into a universal 

humanical civilisation on earth.  
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The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: Published: 

April 06: 2019: ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6  

This short piece of work nano-summarised the entire body of Munayem Mayenin's works on 

humanics. This calls on the working humanity of the world to rise, organise and united under new 

and humanical political forces, parties and organisations to seek and try to bring about a 

humanical world movement to lead humanity to equality and liberty. 

Humanics The Humanicsovics: Volume Three: To Be Published Later This Year 

This volume presents the political philosophy of humanics and the means to deliver that political 

philosophy by and through humanicsovics, humanical direct form of democracy without party 

politics whereby each and every individual human being becomes his:her own High 

Representative and they all run their society's human affairs management together as individuals, 

working together as scientists and mathematicians without any political parties. 

Alphansum Sovereign Necessarius: Published April 14: 2020: ISBN: 978-0-244-58241-8  

Although, this large volume is of metaphysical work, it has brought the whole humanical 

universal view in a harmonious outlook, unifying all expressions, fields, areas and arenas of 

human existence and in this process this work elvisioned the coming into existence the new 

branches of science, that has already been mentioned. 

Laranska The Anatomy of Fear: Novel: Published: January 2009: ISBN: 978-1-4477-1426-

2 

No Man’s Land’s Bloom: Play: Published: May 2010: ISBN: 978-1-4477-0903-9 

United Colours of Blood: Screenplay: Published: January 2009: ISBN: 978-1-4477-1615-0 

Larantia Poetry of Anatophysiophilosophicamonimayareginata: A Magnum of a 

Planned Volume of 850 Sonnets About All Branches of Medicine: Currently Having Few 

Hundred Sonnets: First Published: October 14, 2016: ISBN: 978-1-326-28882-2 

In his other major bodies of works, that are yet to be published Mayenin has worked on further in 

elaborating the psychology and social psychology of the zoohumanity, that capitalism and all the 

dehumanisations it has inflicted on humanity through its enforcement of inequality and the 

absence of liberty. These as yet unpublished works include: Psychology of Zoohuman, Humanical 

Jurisprudence, Sociology of Evil, Economics of Squalors: The High-Cruelties High-Brutalities and 

High-Barbarities of Capitalism, Humanical Moral Science, Social Morality Or Good State, 

Humanical Civilisation: A Universal Grid of Humanical Societies and Colossus Complexus: 

Eternally Learning Humanity.  
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|| Humanity Will Continue to Live an Inferior Life Than What is Possible Until the Two Halves, 

Women and Men, with All Individuals in Them, are Absolutely, Fundamentally and Jubilantly 

Equal at Liberty. Humanity, Therefore, Is Not and Can Not Be Free Until All Humans are Equals 

for Only by the Yardstick of This Equality Their State of Being Free Can Be Measured. In Other 

Words, There Can Not Exist Liberty Unless There Exists Equality Between and Among All Humans 

and This State of Equality Can Not Come to Exist So Long There Remain Two Groups of Humans: 

The Powerful and The Powerless: Whereby the Former Controls the Later and Creates, Maintains 

and Carries Forward the Perpetual State of Inequality: Economically, Politically, Judicially, 

Constitutionally, Socially, Culturally and Spiritually. To Reach the State of Equality and Liberty, 

the Task Before Humanity is, Therefore, to Change This State by Taking Away Ownership and 
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Money and, with Them, the Power They Generate and Confer, That Lets One Small Group of 

Humans, The Powerfuls, Subjugating the Vast Multitude of Humans, The Powerless, Under Their 

Dictatorship. For Only by Taking Away 'the Gun' of the Power of the Powerfuls, Humanity Can 

Bring About the State of Liberty, as Well as, Equality at Once: Equality and Liberty Can Not and 

Do Not Exist Separately But Together and Simultaneously. Equality and Liberty Exist as The 

Promethumean Fire: In Which There is the Light and There is the Heat in One Flame: The 

Humanion Stands Here on the Path of Humanics: A State of Liberty for All Humanity at Equality. 

The Promethumean: Where Prometheus is Not Seen as a Man But a Human: In Short, Regine 

Humanics Foundation Ltd and The Humanion Stand for These and Exist and Work for the 

Promotion of This Vision of Humanics for a Better Human Condition for All Humanity Across the 

Mother Earth on the Mother Universana: We Invite You All for Your Support: Join Us in Telling the 

World and World Humanity That: An Infinitely Better Human Condition for All Humanity Across 

the Mother Earth IS Possible. || Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd || 

 

 

|| Support Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd || 

 

Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd Publishes The Humanion, The Humanion Portable Daily and 

The Humanion Larnaarch, among doing other things: We do not and shall not accept fundings or 

contributions from any type, form, manner and layer of Governments of national, international, 

supra-national or any other type or bodies formed by them nor from rich individuals or bodies or 

agencies of any kind. This, to us, is as a matter of absolute philosophic principle to ensure our 

resolute and complete independence. 

The ways, in which, we invite support from the readers, members of the public and all other 

individuals and agencies and businesses of any kind, are: a: Voluntary Subscription Payments: b: 

Voluntary Contributions: c: The Minimal and Symbolic Membership Fees to Our Regineumanics 

Family: d: Buying a Copy of The Long Walk to Humanics: e: Contributing to Our Events: f: 

Subscribing to Our Publications and g: Advertisement in The Humanion Group of Publications. 

You make a conscious, wilful and philosophic choice to Support The Regine Group of Publications 

and The Foundation. If, you do: thank you: If, you do not, thank you, too, for reading The 

Humanion and The Humanion Portable Daily.  

The world has, apparently, accepted that Capitalism is the High Pinnacle of All Systems and, some 

still dream that Marxism will rescue humanity from this Killing Mechanism Capitalism, we refuse 

to subscribe to that. Humanics is the Post-Marxist and Post-Capitalistic World View of What 

Humanity can be and what it can do and how infinitely better a human condition can be created in 

a Humanical Society, by eradicating ownership and money and by establishing belongingship in 
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human enterprise, setting all humans at liberty and equality under the rule of law in natural justice 

with a direct form of democracy, humanics calls it, Humanicsovics, in which, each human soul is 

her:his own High Representative. In this, Humanics is the Minority Vision and we do not and can 

not expect millions and billions of people supporting our vision today but We Whole-Heartedly 

Believe That ONE DAY This Humanity Shall BE ALL HUMANICAL: By When: We Know Not But 

This: That Being a Monstrous Killing Mechanism Capitalism IS Unsustainable: The World Shall 

Change One Day and Every Change Begins with an Idea, with a Vision:  

We invite you to Envision the Vision and Philosophy of Humanics and Support The Humanion, 

The Humanion Portable Daily, The Humanion Larnaarch and The Foundation to Keep Taking 

Forward the Vision and Philosophy of Humanics, to Keep on Challenging Capitalism’s Poverty 

Paradigm, for an Infinitely Better Humanity in an Infinitely Better Human Condition for All 

Humanity Across Mother Earth. Thank You. 

The Humanion UK Online Daily: Free Online Everyday: In Publication Since 

September 24: 2015 
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There can not be any sustainability until and unless we take the view that sustainability comes as 

philosophical, political philosophical, political economical, ethical, moral, sociological, educational, 

jurisprudential, socio-cultural and ecological and humanical spiritual so that we are able to create 

a sustainable ‘architecture’ of existence in a clean, green, circular and sustainable political 

economics, that underpins all forms and expressions of sustainability and when such an 

‘architecture’ exists within the Larin Paraske Maxim or Oath: Do No Harm to Anyone or Anything: 

all things and all living forms must have equitable status in the sphere of all existence or all life on 

earth, with an emphasis on the Universana. Because humanity does not just exist on earth but it 

does so in the Sunnara, in the Home Bay of the Milky Way Galaxy in the vast expanse of the 

Universe, our home Universana. Dear Reader, we are on the path of humanics, please, tell the world 

and world humanity that humanics has arrived on earth from ‘the without of human imagination’, 

learning, questioning and thoughts, gained from the eternal walks of this human soul’s eternal 

journey on the eternal path of eternal learning, with its humanical metaphysics, humanical 

philosophy as natural science, humanical psychology, humanical political philosophy, humanical 

political economics, humanical jurisprudence, humanical sociology, humanical moral science and 

humanical arealism. For capitalism has created global warming and climate change and wracked 

the earth with environmental degradations and pollutions in all spheres, where bio-diversity is 

getting lost at an alarming rate as the earth keeps on being heated up. Humanity is devastated by 

capitalism’s poverty-paradigm, delivering all its high-cruelties, high-brutalities and high-

barbarities. This is why it is paramount that that we speak up and out and try our hardest to inspire 

faith, hope, determination and resolution among all humanity of this world, women and men, that 
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we shall not just accept this ‘sentence of doom’, that capitalism’s mindless consumerism, infinite 

greed of infinite profiteering, decadent voguism and venomous voyeurism, orchestrated by the 

Distorteddia  have brought us and, yet, that we can, we should, we ought, we must keep on trying: 

‘to seek to try: to do: to change: to make better the human condition’ and we do so as one humanity, 

as women and men, working together as one, in unison with the same aim, same goal, same 

objective: to get all humanity to liberty, equality, fairness and justice in the rule of law in natural 

justice, with a purpose and meaning to our existence, where we all humanity, with our all-unity 

and all-diversity, exist as one humanity naturale on one Mother Earth, in one Sunnara, in one Home 

Bay Milky Way Galaxy in the one Universana with the humanical foundation of faith: humanity is 

an infinity unfolding itself, in which, we are all-for-one and one-for-all. 
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